
Thermal insulation
minimal requirements national building decree:

Roof structure =       
Thermo-insulated sandwich pannel   20mm
Air                                                                  300mm
Wooden lowered ceiling                         20mm     Does not comply
Facade structure = 
double layered glass / mosquito netting              Does not comply
Floor strucutre = 
wood               50mm                                                    Does not comply

Costa Rica:    Tropical Marine Climate 

Average temperature:

A lot of rain during the year
Very sunny

Average humidity of 77%

Between 23 and 27°C 

Average rainfall:
Rainy season:     240 mm

 

Dry season:          17 mmHigh temperature during the whole year

The Netherlands:    Temperate Maritime Climate 

Average temperature:

Rainy all year

Variety of: Cloudy, windy and sunny

Average humidity of 83%

Between 6,5 and 12°C 
Average rainfall:

Spring:       170 mm

Summer:    230 mm

Fall:             240 mm

Winter:       215 mm
 

It's never cold, but never warm

Partial Conclusion:
Both climates have a high average of humidity and a high average of 
rainfall. The big difference is the annual average temperature. It's on 
average 18 degrees warmer in Costa Rica than in The Netherlands. The 
current design of the No Footprint House is very open, but to ensure 
that it's comfortable inside the building if it's placed in The Netherlands, 
the design should be more enclosed.

Thermo insulated sandwich roof panels with skylight perforations: 
Skylight for daylight in the bathroom, a good solution because otherwise you will not have daylight due to the 
central location of the bathroom. In the Netherlands we have to insulate the roof, so we probably won't need the 
cavity in the roof.

Air cushion:
This was chosen because this ensures that the building does not heat up immediately when sunlight comes up.

Gypsum paneled ceiling with integrated lightning and ceiling: 
The gypsum paneled ceiling serves as a finish for the interior. This could also be done in the Netherlands.

Mosquito netting: 
Not urgently needed in the Netherlands because there is much less burden experienced by musquitos in the 
Netherlands.

Motorized folding door (external façade):
Since it is necessary to insulate in the Netherlands due to the different climate and requirements, it is difficult to 
realize a folding door.

Glass sliding door (internal façade): 
Used to organize separation between indoor and outdoor. This is not a hard separation because the walls are 
made of glass. For example, in the Netherlands it is possible to realize glass sliding doors.

Curtain (privacy and glare control): 
In the Netherlands we will have to insulate the facades. That is why we will only place curtains in the places 
where there are window frames

Counterweight folding door:
The chance that we can realize a folding facade in the Netherlands is small.

Steel structure (main frame):
This was the most durable construction material in the designated area in Costa Rica. This is because wood was 
more difficult to import than steel in the project. For our design we have to look at what is the most sustainable 
solution in the Netherlands.

Concrete foundations:
In order to build a foundation on footings in the Netherlands, we will have to find a place in the Netherlands 
where it is possible to build foundations on steel, i.e. places with a sandy soil.

Analysis layout:
For our proposal, we want to transform variant NFH-81 so that it can be built in a Dutch climate. The

bathroom is centrally located, which is convenient because it makes organizing privacy easy. Around
this are the western and northern bedrooms. To the south is the kitchen / living area.  It is now the

case that the washing facility is on the terrace. This can be disturbing. We therefore aim to combine
the washing facilities and the bathroom in terms of layout.

No Footprint House 
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Room areas 
(based on minimal requirements Dutch national building
decree)

Livingroom/kitchen     28,95 m2   Complies
Bedroom (x2)                 18,0 m2     Complies
Bathroom                        5,1 m2       Complies
Patio                                 10,95 m2   No avaliable requirement

Sunlight
(minimal requirement national building decree = 10% of
room area)

sunlight area per room:
Livingroom/kitchen     33,0 m2      Complies
Bedroom (x2)                6,6 m2         Complies
Bathroom                       -                    No living space

Soundproofing
(minimal requirement national building decree = 20 dB
soundproofing in a living space)

least soundproof material in facade:

Glass, thickness unknown
Soundproofing single layered glass:      29 dB    Complies
Soundproofing double layered glas:     40 dB    Complies

Fireproofing steelconstruction
(minimal requirement national building decree = 30 min.)

Current fireproofing =          0 min.         Does not comply

Measurements existing buildingDutch national building decree

Build cycle of the existing buildingMaterial analysys

Climate analysis

The slanted skin decreases the
direct impact of sunlight and
precipitation, which protects
the elevated floorplan from
overheating and splashing

water.

thermally insulated sandwich roof
panels with skylight perforations

Techniek: 
Noa Vogels (0974228) 

 

Concrete foundationsSteel construction PFC & RHS profiles 

Uitvoering: 
Tom Schipper (1028378) 
Stef Mansoor (0992118)

 

all the services, like machinery,
bathrooms, kitchen and laundry area, in
a volume in the center of the floor plan

to create a single link point.

solar panels are used to heat the water
on-site in order to save energy

Facade panels can be opened or
closed individually to control

views and exposure, increase or
decrease airflows, create privacy

and security

Analysis architectural aspects

The selection of all elements and materials is
based on a thorough investigation regarding the
origin, processing, and environmental footprint. 

Conclusion: It is clear from the sequence and the construction method that prefab
elements were used and assembled on site. The advantage of this is that all parts could
be delivered with just one truck. 

In the Netherlands the elements can also be assembled on site, but partly due to the
different climate, the dimensions of the kit become larger this in turn adds more
weight. This makes it almost impossible to deliver the package in one go.

In addition, the soil composition in the Netherlands does not allow for the foundation
to be constructed in this way.
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- laundry and bathroom joined together
- insulated façade

- open look kept by sliding doors and open terrace
- many windows for sunlight

Sub studies design

Criterias after Anlaysis / research
Construction

 The building must be designed in such a way that it does not collapse and meet the European standards.
Keep existing grid of 3 x3

Construction execution
The building must be dismantled.
Prefabricated parts on the construction site.

 Electric method of transport, trucks.
Use of local products.
Dry building method

Materials:
Use of technological cycle
Materials must comply with the building code 

Design
Translate design into the dutch context 
Ensure the privacy of the building
Construction not hidden in the building

Ventillation System
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Option 1:       Wood Construction

50x150 mm
wooden beam

75x225 mm
wooden column

q = 3,65 kN/m (total weight)

own weight:      
q = 0,05 kN/m

weight green roof:      
q = 3,6 kN/m

Option 2:       Steel Construction

q = 3,7 kN/m (total weight)

own weight:      
q = 0,1 kN/m

weight green roof:      
q = 3,6 kN/m

IPE100 profile

IPE200 profile

(h = 1/30 x lengte
h = 100 mm)

(h = 1/22 x lengte
h = 200 mm)

Construction Steel / Wood

Material comparison

Research transport Materials

First alternative Second alternative

Structural material:

made by: Noa
made by: Alex

made by: Alex made by: Kirenmade by: Rafaël

Conclusion: 
We will continue this project with our design for the row house.
This design isn't as similar to the original as the vacation home, acts on the housing 
problem in The Netherlands and is visually more interesting.

Vacation home Row house

made by: Kiren

Conclusion: For the construction we compared the
materials wood and steel. It turned out that not one
is clearly better than the other. That's why we chose
to apply them both into our scenarios. steel for the
holiday home and a wooden construction for the
row home.

we compared
different insulation
materials and made
a selection by
looking at the Rc
values.
We then further
investigated the
glass wool and
hemp insulation to
eventually come to
the conclusion that
we want to use
hemp based on the
comparison matrix.

Conclusion: 
In the Netherlands there are 4
possible ventilation systems to
use in a home. For our project
we briefly looked at all the
possibilities and concluded
that we are going to look at the
possibilities of system D with
the provisional choice for
system C.

Conclusion: 
with our project we try to limit the CO2 emissions as much
as possible. We want to stimulate this by using electric
trucks and limiting the amount of freight and divide them
efficiently.
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load-bearing 
CLT wall

Ground floor First floor Section A-A
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vertical wooden facade

Wall Construction

75x225 mm
wooden column

Rc = 5,6 W/m²K 
hemp insulation 225 mm

water-resistant foil

wooden framework
28x71 mm

Plasterboard
12,5 mm

20x150 mm

Floor Construction

plywood
18 mm

Rc = 3,75 W/m²K 
hemp insulation 150 mm

75x150 mm
wooden beam

vapor permeable foil

plywood
18 mm

75x150 mm
wooden beam

overhang roof

75x225 mm
wooden column

Roof plan First Floor Plan

75x225 mm
wooden column

75x150 mm
wooden beam

load-bearing 
CLT wall
200 mm

Roof Construction

Rc = 3,75 W/m²K 
Hemp Insulation 150 mm

Rc = 3,0 W/m²K 
Hemp Insulation 120 mm

12,5 mm

Vapor Barrier 
Water-resistant Foil

Vapor Permeable Foil

EPDM

Plywood
18 mm

Sedum Cassette

50x150 mm
Wooden Beam

200 mm

225x225 mm
wooden column

225x225 mm
wooden column

225x225 mm
wooden column

75x225 mm
wooden column

75x150 mm
wooden beam

100 mm

Gypsum board

Material usage

Construction

Construction Schedule

Weight & Transport

We want to apply a terraced house in the Netherlands. Because its then possible to be produced in larger
quantities, a solution has been formed in the field of 'equity'. In our design, the construction will be realized
in wood. We have concluded that this is a more sustainable material in terms of origin & routing, energy
requirement and recycling than steel for use in the Netherlands.
We’ve applied as much natural insulation as possible such as hemp insulation as well as many wooden
parts such as the façade and floor finish. In this way, we kept a small footprint in terms of material use. 
We want to prefabricate the parts as much as possible, because it saves costs and time, which provides a
good solution on an economic level. By applying dry connections, our proposal can be realized
demountably. This makes it easier to reuse used materials. This is good for the environment in the long run.

Final Proposal & Case Solution

Intersection

For the transport of the materials we need 70 trucks spread
over 7 weeks. Based on the planning, the materials are
delivered from the hub to the construction site. 

This is all calculated by means of the table with the weights
and the numbers of the materials and prefab elements. 

the construction site drawing is an indication of the efficiency
we want to achieve with the project

Partial Conclusion:

We have chosen to apply a wooden construction. We used a combination of 
CLT, as a party wall, and a timber frame construction for the rest of the 
building. In combination of the load-bearing CLT-walls, the wooden beams 
and columns have fixed connections to the floor and roof to create stability.

The beams and columns are calculated based on the weight of the roof and 
the span length.

Final design

Construction Site

Exploded views

Structure Complete design
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(optimal building 
orientation to north)
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